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Section One: Vocabulary  
1. There is a growing belief that world's fossil fuel supplies will be .........within 
50-100 years. 
1) rejected                      2) purchased                       3) exhausted                    4) negated 
2- Repeated failure in exams has .......... her confidence.  
1) manipulated               2) eroded                 3) intensified                   4) isolated 
3- Gas lamps became ......... when electric lighting was invented. 
1) implicit                      2) obsolete                        3) flexible                     4) hypothetical 
4- Both table salt and water are electrically ... ... ..., not negatively or positively 
charged 
1) neutral                           2) external                          3) controversial            4) coherent  
5- The player ......... his contract because his salaries were not paid. 
1) assembled                      2) approached                 3) aggregated               4) terminated  
6- One witness told the police the victim was on his knees ......... for his life when 
he was shot. 
1) compensating               2) altering                       3) pleading                       4) investing  
7- As she left the court, she was ......... by angry crowds who tried to block her 
way. 
1) justified                    2) overlapped                  3) resided                          4) confronted  
8- Even though Jake knew he was guilty of the crime, he still hired a lawyer to 
.......... the charges.  
1) refute                        2) simulate                          3) release                           4) utilize 
9- In the last three decades, their number has ......... from more than 30 to fewer 
than a dozen. 
1) committed                  2) triggered                         3) survived                       4) shrunk  
10- The Brazilian footballer received a knee injury, after which a(n) ........was 
made by the coach.  
1) prospect                      2) substitution           3) outcome                     4) estimation 
11- Our ......... team includes a group of 10 lawyers with years of experience in 
the field. 
1) appreciation              2) illustration              3) construction                 4) litigation  
12- Women in Sierra Leone suffer from a sense of social ......... compared to men. 
1) function                       2) attitude                3) inferiority                        4) consequence 
13- Tabia has ....... her dream of becoming a journalist by joining NBC News. 
1) conflicted                  2) conducted                      3) inferred                         4) fulfilled   
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14- I don't see any .......... difference between the real and the fake cellphone 
charger.  
1) mature                     2) discernible                   3) interval                        4) professional 
15- When the teacher gives her ......... to the project, we can begin.  
1) assent                   2) encounter                        3) enhancement                4) expansion  
16- It is important to .......... the soil with natural fertilizers before planting your 
garden.  
1) enrich                      2) distribute                        3) confirm                          4) attach 
17- The course .......... a student's book, a teacher's book, and three 60-minute 
audio CDS. 
1) precedes                  2) comprises                    3) equates                            4) disposes  
18- One characteristic of a dry climate is that evaporation is often greater than 
..........  
1) transformation                2) achievement           3) precipitation               4) refinement 
19- Please ......... to your application a brief statement outlining your future 
interests in the field. 
 1) register                      2) suspend                     3) respond                            4) append 
20- All these small rivers ......... into a large river before flowing into the Pacific 
Ocean. 
1) insert                       2) promotes                     3) migrate                             4) converge  
21- During the next two weeks, his shoulder pain ........., and he recovered full use 
of his arm.  
1) subsided                  2) initiated                      3) excluded                         4) dominated 
22- She ......... the 20-page report to a clear 2-page summery before submitting it 
to the Panel.  
1) distorted                    2) condensed       3) devoted                         4) discriminated  
23- Landslides usually happen when the ground is ......... by heavy rains.  
1) depressed                  2) consumed                    3) saturated                       4) exploited 
24 The company has........a computer program that enables users to edit both text 
and graphics in one document,  
1) sequenced                     2) devised                  3) involved                         4) reinforced 
25. Mrs. Lewiston .........that her husband had hit her on at least three occasions. 
1) traced                       2) submitted                     3) alleged                            4) required 
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 (EPTزبان انگلیسی )ویژه آزمون  در واژگان مشابه اما متفاوتکتاب 
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Section Two: Structure  
26.Yoga is a wonderful technique........we can control his/her mind and gain 
peace.  
1.which                    2. Where                        3. by what                           4.by which 
27. She ..........two romance novels before she began this one.  
1. had already completed                                 2. is already completing  
3. has already completed                                 4. was already completed 
28. They had better, if they don't want to be stuck in heavy traffic, ...........as early 
as possible.  
1. leaving                     2. Leave                       3. to leave                       4. will leave 
29. Of the operas that .......... over the last 50 years, it is certainly the one I prefer. 
1. have been producing                               2. produced 
3. have been produced                                4. are produced 
30. Although............a stage actor, Mr. Rodway also worked in films, radio, and 
television.  
1. Prime                         2. Primary                         3. Primed                         4. primarily 
31. when objects move, the air around them… …a type of friction called air 
resistance that shows them down.  
1. generated                    2. generating                 3. generates                     4. to generate  
32. ...............carefully, these sleeping mats will last for many years.  
1. looked after               2. looking after             3. to look after           4. if looking after 
33. we ..........to the top of the mountain if the weather hadn't been so bad.  
1. would walk                    2. had walked               
 3. may walk                     4. would have walked 
34. I realized that I couldn't work that way and…………….  
1. my team neither                                   2. My team couldn't 
3. either my team                                     4. neither could my team 
35. despite it's importance, water is .......... managed resource in the world.  
1. mostly poor                      2. the poorest                        
3. the most poorly                     4. the most poor 
36. I am dealing with……… problems at the moment. 
1. a large number of                           2. a great deal of 
3. large amount of                              4. much more 
37. Health officials are still waiting to see if boosters will be recommended for 
...............who received the new vaccines.  
1. they                     2. them                           3. those                               4. theirs 
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38. you can go out tonight ..................you get back by midnight.  
1. supposing                    2. as long as                       3. even though              4. while  
39. An 8 years old boy fell........... his horse a few weeks ago and broke his leg.  
1. of                      2. away                      3. out                         4. off 
40. if the project......., it will provide a model for meaningful collaboration 
between schools.  
1. succeeds            2. had succeeded            3. Succeeded                      4. will succeed 
41. Exercises that make your muscles work harder for longer periods of time 
……………. aerobics exercises. 
1. they are called              2. Called           3.are called                    4. and they are called 
42. Dent has apparently had difficulty ................ a job because his talents are 
limited.  
1. finds                2. Finding                    3. for finding of                        4. to be found 
43. It was…………those strange Indians that made him so good to me. 
1. him having known                              2. him that had known 
3. he had known                                      4. his having known 
44. My position on the issue is completely opposed to ..........  
1. that my friend                                 2. my friend 
3. of my friend                                   4. that of my friend 
45. our next speaker, Julie Lerman, ............. that most spice plants tend to grow 
in hot, clean mates.  
1. explained for us                              2. explained us 
3. explained with us                            4. explained to us 
46. Wernicke's disease.........caused by a lack of vitamin B-1.  
1. is a type of brain disorder                             2. a type of brain disorder 
3. which is a type of brain disorder                  4. it is a type of brain disorder 
47. The European court of justice judged the level of data protection in the 
USA.......... 
1. that is inadequate                                          2. as inadequately 
3. of being inadequate                                       4. to be inadequate 
48. ……......... only a little less popular than dogs, cats are not treated with the 
respect they deserve.     
1. despite it is                    2. in spite being               
3. despite being                      4. in spite of to be 
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 (EPT)ویژه آزمون زبان انگلیسی آموزش جامع گرامر کتاب 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (EPT)ویژه آزمون زبان انگلیسی آموزش تست محور گرامر کتاب 
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 (EPT)ویژه آزمون  EPTگنجینه تست ادوار گذشته آزمون کتاب 
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در یکی از پیام رسان های )واتس آپ، تلگرام، ایتا، آی گپ( پیام  09901102460به شماره 
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49. At least 184000 Coronavirus deaths .................among residents and 
employees of nursing homes. 
1. to be reported                               2. have reported 
3. are reporting                                  4. have been reported 
50. He concludes that increased agricultural production in 1781 helped 
Americans..............  
1. to wining                    2. Win                         3.won                            4. Wining 

«در دسترس نمی باشد 85تا  51سوالات »  

 
 

 (EPT)ویژه آزمون الماس درک مطلب کتاب 
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Section Five: Cloze Passage  
Today, bicycles are so common that it's hard to believe they haven't always been…. (86) 
….. But two hundred years ago, bicycles didn't even exist, and the first bicycle, …. (87) …. 
in Germany in 1818, was nothing like our bicycles today. It was made of wood and didn't 
even have pedals. …. (88).…, however, numerous innovations and improvements in …. 
(89) ….  have made the bicycle one of the most popular means of recreation and 
transportation around the world.  
In 1839, Kirkpatrick Macmillan a Scottish blacksmith, dramatically…. (90) …. upon the 
original bicycle design. Macmillan's machine had tires with iron rims to keep them from 
getting worn down. He also used foot-operated cranks similar to pedals, so his bicycle …. 
(91) ….  at a quick pace. It didn't look much like a modern bicycle, though, because its back 
wheel was …. (92) …. larger than its front wheel. In 1861, the French Michaux brothers   
…. (93) ….  the evolution of the bicycle a step further by inventing an improved crank 
mechanism. Ten years later, James Starley, an English inventor, revolutionized bicycle 
design. He made the front wheel many times larger than the back wheel, …. (94) ….  a gear 
on the pedals to make the bicycle more efficient, and lightened the wheels by using wire 
spokes. …. (95) …. this bicycle was much lighter and…. (96) ….  to ride, it was still clumsy, 
extremely top heavy, and ridden mostly for entertainment. …. (97) …. 1874 that the first 
truly modern bicycle appeared on the scene. Invented by another Englishman, H. J. Lawson 
the ''safety bicycle'' would look…. (98) …. to today's cyclists. This bicycle had equal-sized 
wheels, which made it less prone to…. (99) ….. Lawson also attached a chain to the pedals 
to drive the rear wheel. With these…. (100) …., the bicycle became extremely popular and 
useful for transportation. Today they are built, used, and enjoyed all over the world. 
 
 

86- 1) helpful   2) interesting  3) around  4) so simple 
87- 1) to be invented  2) invented  3) that invented 4) was 
invented 
88- 1) once   2) until then  3) since then  4) after 
89- 1) design   2) theory  3) life   4) driving 
90- 1) emphasized  2) improved  3) rejected  4) produced 
91- 1) will be ridden  2) to be ridden 
      3)could ride  4) could be ridden 
92- 1) carefully  2) slowly  3) slightly  4) substantially 
93-1) took   2) influenced  3) shaped  4) started 
94- 1) to put   2) put   3) was putting 4) putting 
95- 1) As long as  2) Only if  3) Although  4) Because 
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96- 1) a little tired  2) least tiring  3) more tiring  4) less tiring 
97- 1) It wasn’t until  2) In   3) Before  4) It is the year 
98- 1) odd   2) likely  3) familiar  4) different 
99- 1) speeding up  2) toppling over 3) turning down  4) getting ahead 
100- 1) improvements 2) investments 3) cyclists 4) entertainments 
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«پاسخنامه کلیدی»  

 

 

صحیح پاسخ سوال  پاسخ صحیح سوال پاسخ صحبح سوال 

1 3 35 3 69 - 

2 2 36 1 70 - 

3 2 37 3 71 - 

4 1 38 2 72 - 

5 4 39 4 73 - 

6 3 40 1 74 - 

7 4 41 3 75 - 

8 1 42 2 76 - 

9 4 43 4 77 - 

10 2 44 4 78 - 

11 4 45 4 79 - 

12 3 46 1 80 - 

13 4 47 4 81 - 

14 2 48 3 82 - 

15 1 49 4 83 - 

16 1 50 2 84 - 

17 2 51 - 85 - 

18 3 52 - 86 3 

19 4 53 - 87 2 

20 4 54 - 88 3 

21 1 55 - 89 1 

22 2 56 - 90 2 

23 3 57 - 91 4 

24 2 58 - 92 4 

25 3 59 - 93 1 

26 4 60 - 94 1 

27 1 61 - 95 3 

28 2 62 - 96 4 

29 3 63 - 97 1 

30 4 64 - 98 3 

31 3 65 - 99 2 

32 1 66 - 100 1 

33 4 67 -   

34 4 68 -   
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به صورت  EPTبرای شرکت در کلاس های آموزش 

  "حضوری، آنلاین و خصوصی"

تماس  02166497602تنها کافیست با شماره تماس 

در یکی از  09901102460به شماره حاصل فرمایید یا 

 )واتس آپ، تلگرام، ایتا، آی گپ( پیام رسان های 
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